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Balsam Burndown Mountain at Sundown
(Post-Millennium Tensions), 2015

Acrylic, latex, gift wrap, stickers, cut vinyl, confetti on routered MDF

45 inch diameter

$3,200.00
Andy Messerschmidt

*Blistering Eyes of Gorgons*, 2017

Acrylic, rayon, latex, cut paper, plastic werewolf and witch fingers on polystyrene

55 x 48 inches

$1,500.00
Andy Messerschmidt
Agroccult series, 2000-2019
Oil, acrylic, mixed media on paper
10 x 10 inches (each)
$350.00
Andy Messerschmidt

The Greatest Breach of the Great Wall Came by Bribe
(from Agroccult series), 2000-2019

Oil on paper

10 x 10 (image), 20.5 x 20.5 inches (framed)

$600.00
Andy Messerschmidt

*Carpet Outlet - Opening Day*, 2018

Ballpoint pen, ink, marker, acrylic, cut paper on paper mounted to panel

44 x 30 inches

$4,000.00
Andy Messerschmidt

_Fear in Juxtaposition to Hope (from Agroccult series),
2000-2019

Oil on paper

10 x 10 (image), 13 x 13 inches (framed)

$450.00
Andy Messerschmidt

I Speak With the Disk, 2018

Ballpoint pen, ink, acrylic, marker on paper mounted to routered MDF

46 x 46 inches

$4,000.00
Andy Messerschmidt

Morecore, 2016

Acrylic, wrapping paper, cut paper, cut vinyl on routered MDF

44 inch diameter

$3,000.00
Andy Messerschmidt

Pictorial Fictions Enhanced (Color Blind), 2019
Marker, colored pencil, ballpoint pen on paper
30 x 20 inches
$3,500.00
Andy Messerschmidt

Prestige Principle – To Air in Council, 2019

Acrylic, latex, upholstery, wrapping paper, werewolf fingers, Easter grass, acrylic grass skirt, synthetic hair, latex hag teeth, plastic fangs on routered MDF

60 x 47 inches

$4,000.00
Andy Messerschmidt

*The Kingdom Came*, 2018

Ballpoint pen, colored pencil, marker on paper

30 x 20 inches

$2,500.00
Increasingly we emerge as the possessors of many voices. Each self contains a multiplicity of others, singing different melodies, different verses, and with different rhythms. Nor do these many voices necessarily harmonize. At times they join together, at times they fail to listen one to another, and at times they create a jarring discord.

– Kenneth Gergen

Andy Messerschmidt began his Agroccult series almost 20 years ago. The title for the series is a neologism, a combination of agriculture + occult. Making up words acknowledges the limitations of language, creating a continuity between two terms that have, so far, not been combined. Like other neologisms, agroccult is a word as well as a thesis; it’s a concept that gives Messerschmidt plenty of room to explore the cultural clash of ideas concerning natural landscapes and belief systems, what he sees as the “fetishization of the Earth” and religious devotions to nature.

The project now includes more than 900 square format paintings, 10 x 10 inches each, a selection of which are on display in his solo exhibition Monolith Mode at the Nemeth Art Center. Unpacking the agroccult is like opening a grilled cheese sandwich. Messerschmidt’s paintings conflate representations of the natural landscape with the variety of religions. Pick your favorite, they’re all here: classical mythology, Islam, Paganism, Capitalism, Animism, Christianity, Buddhism, hippy crystal magic, and deer hunters who live by the motto, “It’s better to be thinking about God while hunting than think about hunting in church.”

What we call the occult is a way of understanding the world that is yoked with magic and hidden knowledge, very different than fact-based epistemologies. But that, as Messerschmidt would argue, sets up a false binary, “I believe one can’t easily mention the word utopia without immediately conjuring up the word dystopia. The sacred becomes profane and vice versa.”
Ceremonies and rituals, such as harvest festivals, are repeated cultural expressions that mark and respond to seasonal changes throughout the year. Messerschmidt has painted a variety of celebrations that occur on sites of consecrated ground and desecrated terrain, such as battlefields, the Haj, and political demonstrations on the National Mall. Like the calendar that sets a pace for our annual celebrations, the grid is a well-known formal arrangement used by artists, especially early modernists and minimalists, that sets a compositional balance with vertical and horizontal lines.

Messerschmidt also uses lines, grids, mirroring, and symmetry as organizing features of his work. The arrangement of Agroccult paintings in Monolith Mode contains 168 squares, arranged 7 high by 24 across. Hanging them in a grid such as this, whether it’s the hours in a week or days in a month, makes it easier to see the compositional differences and conceptual repetitions in every square, from left to right and up and down. But the grid, as it was written about by art theorists in the 1970s, has evolved to become the format for social media user experiences, specifically the endless scrolling screenscapes of Instagram, Twitter, and Flipboard.

It can appear as if Messerschmidt’s paintings are pulled into random and free-associative directions, riffing on a theme then moving on like an improvisational musician. Multiphrenia is the name for a cultural condition of hyper-engagement that can lead to a fracturing of singular concepts such as truth, authentic, and coherent. Messerschmidt describes this condition as “this generation’s biggest asset and boon coupled with an overwhelmingly crippling handicap for artists.”

But it’s the type of social science–anthropology–cultural studies best performed by artists since it’s not footnoted or peer-reviewed as it skims across disciplines, collaging images, and making up the terms as it goes along. It’s hard to sip from the firehose but being aware of and in control of this creative mode makes Messerschmidt uniquely capable of expressing the range and contradictions of the images and texts he absorbs.
You’ll notice this when you look at his Altar Ego and Death Star paintings and drawings. They’re much larger and more intricate statements about religion, and use formal qualities such as decoration, repetition, and flatness that almost collapse under the weight of what he calls "uber-ornamentation."

Look closely at Prestige Principle and you’ll see, “arabesques mingled with clip art. Holographic wrapping paper pasted next to wrapping paper run through a scanner. Candy striping meets plastic Easter basket grass. Rorschach blots are imbedded beneath hard edge geometry. Cut wallpaper drips with Halloween blood.” These pieces emerged from Messerschmidt’s research into religious architecture, specifically the portals, doorways, and gates that mark the progression from one plane to another, like the false doors of Egyptian tombs that served as passages to the afterlife.

The organizing principle of these works is a rigid symmetry; each piece is divided so that the halves meticulously resembles the other. I Speak With the Disk is a pen and ink drawing mounted to a piece of machine-routed board. The image resembles a massive insect’s compound eye, with dozens of hexagonal ommatidia. It’s when you step closer that you see the surface is actually an intricate maze of squiggly guts and brains that cover the 4’ diameter surface. There’s one way in and one way out but here’s a clue: Messerschmidt designed the solution to the maze based on saccades.

These are point-and-line drawings of rapid eye movements that record how the human digests an image. For example, they can be used to chart how someone explores the surface of a computer screen then returns to specific features such as a headline or advertisement. In this case, the solution to the maze is based on a famous saccade experiment from 1968 that recorded how a person looked at a drawing of the bust of Queen Nefertiti.

As I walked through the exhibition, absorbing Messerschmidt’s interest in language and history, I thought of Percy Bysshe Shelley’s famous poem Ozymandias:
I met a traveler from an antique land,
Who said — "Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the desert. . . . Near them, on the sand,
Half sunk a shattered visage lies, whose frown,
And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command,
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read
Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things,
The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed;
And on the pedestal, these words appear:
My name is Ozymandias, King of Kings;
Look on my Works, ye Mighty, and despair!
Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal Wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away."

Messerschmidt reminds me of that traveler; he’s also a storyteller making his way through a landscape, watching as time and nature make a mockery of the monuments that were built to last forever.
The American landscape has sustained brutal changes, and its short history only underscores the brutality. Seen by turns as an untouched paradise to control, a lush mystery to explore, a powerful force to be subdued, or a sanitized growing medium to produce, the land has been changed and changed again. Westward expansion enabled land grabs and territory shaping. The draining of swamps, damming of rivers, and digging of canals produced towns. Slash, burning, and tillage made way for Monoculture. The catalog of physical changes is matched by the spiritual scars: economy-building enslavements, reckoned prodding and herding into reservations, willy-nilly desecrations of burial grounds, the detonations in Los Alamos, the staining by the Exxon Valdez. The utopia is indecipherable from the future dystopia it will come to be. Coming full circle, the land is a scuffed and battered pulpit for the new pilgrims, indeed.

The Agroccult series does not depict these events in a way that is immediately recognizable; rather, it focuses on the land itself as a stage for the series of tragedies enacted upon it. Images of archetypal mysticism peek through the curtains of traditional landscapes, asking the viewer to question the ritual, the beliefs, the motives of its cultural totems and memorials now appearing on stage. Where do our land ideologies and geographic xenophobias come from? What is the burden? Can we be forgiven? It is these very spiritual wisps and abandoned glyphs of former utopias that make for the psychologically-loaded landscape. The desire to revere a traditional landscape scene becomes thwarted by an aberration, by painted orbs, auras, tracers and luminosities adorning the charismatic leaders or totems seen in this series.
Andy Messerschmidt (1976, Illinois/USA) currently lives and works in Ely, Minnesota at the conflux of the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness and the rim of the Canadian Shield to the north. He received his MFA in painting and drawing from the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis, Minnesota in 2002 and earned his BFA from Millikin University in Decatur, Illinois in 1999. Andy has shown extensively in New York at Plane-Space Gallery for seven years and continues to have shows in the United States and abroad.

Recently, he has exhibited in Germany, Japan, Greece, Kansas City, Philadelphia and Minneapolis. His ongoing Agroccult series is a body of over 900 landscape paintings depicting geomancy and metaphoric stimulation of the Earth’s nervous system through acupressure applied by humans.